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West Midlands Finance Models for Retrofit
background
The UK has 26 million residential buildings, most of which were constructed before 1980
and have relatively low levels of energy efficiency (Sweatman and Managan 2010).
Domestic energy use and carbon emissions have fallen in recent years as a result of a
range of market and non-market factors, but domestic energy use still accounts for around
25% of UK carbon emissions (DECC, 2013. Energy Consumption in the UK, UK Department
for Energy and Climate Change).
To limit global warming to 2 degrees, as recently as 2013 UCL’s Energy Institute said the
UK must reach net zero emissions by 2100. As an intermediate goal, in 2012 the
Committee on Climate Change set the target of reducing emissions by 80% by 2050.
However progress has been so slow that the Tyndall Centre’s latest forecasts suggest that
as we have now used up so much of 2013’s 9.5GT CO2 carbon budget this has now
contracted to zero net emissions by roughly 2038. This is echoed in a recent paper in
Nature

graph from Pathways for balancing CO2 emissions and sinks published in Nature April 2017
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financial modeling
This report assumes that we are looking for models that will be able to fund ‘deep’ retrofit.
We would suggest that this is above a 60% reduction in CO2 emissions (and bills) on 1991
levels, the same figure required to qualify as a member of NEF’s Superhome network. As
long ago as SHAP’s Beyond Decent Homes report of 2009, we set the target as 80% as
this was the figure for the nation as a whole in the Climate Change Act of 2008. This was
then defined in the TSB’s Retrofit for the Future project of 2010-2011 as Primary Energy
use ( the amount of energy taken to produce the amount of energy we then use within the
home) of 120kWh/m2.A and CO2 emissions of 17kgCO2/m2.A. Research moves on apace
and zero net energy retrofit is already nearing commercial viability in Holland for certain
types of home and so one hopes will become viable in the UK (shortly afterwards)
We are not necessarily taking as our meaning for ‘model’, something that does the whole
job from funding through to cost recovery as our research has suggested that there are
many components which can be used together to create a means by which retrofit can be
funded and both bill payer and building owner see the benefits.
The components divide in to 4 basic categories:
1.

Loan or investment sources or types

2.

Cost reduction approaches

3.

Cost recovery approaches

4.

Subsidy and Grant

The cost reduction and recovery options overlap as the best cost recovery options will be
able to reduce overall costs. These have therefore been merged as a single category in the
later table.

tenure assumptions

Timeline for improvement

from Beyond Decent Homes, 2009: Social Housing leading with home owners following
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With the UK now being down to only 17% of the nation’s housing stock as social housing
and 62.3% as private homes, it seems logical to try to maximise the common ground
between the different tenures in constructing retrofit finance models. While obvious that the
reality of how owner occupiers manage their homes is different to how social landlords do
it, we would suggest that the principles are still common. While few home owners put
money aside for major repairs, the money will still have to spent on those new windows or
that repointing at some point so the capital expenditure from either savings or borrowing is
the same and if a retrofit reduces the need for that future expenditure all tenures benefit.
The corollary of replacing major repairs spend with retrofit spend is that the need for those
major repairs can be seen as a trigger for retrofit. It is perhaps slightly outwith the terms of
this report with the exceptions where retrofit measures can be done more cost effectively
because major repairs were being carried out or works considered too disruptive normally
could be seen as more acceptable within the context of this kind of work; internal wall
insulation for example being done at the same time as a kitchen or bathroom replacement,
or as is starting to become necessary with some of our older housing stock, structural wall
insulation to avoid expensive structural masonry repairs, tile replacements on housing
blocks becoming the trigger for in roof photo voltaic installations.
This leaves us with the key structural difference between the two tenures being who is
paying the bills that will be radically reduced by a retrofit - therefore to whom the financial
benefits will accrue. This does create an unsavoury conclusion that if social landlords are to
lead the charge on perfecting deep retrofit they need to find a method of benefitting from as
much of that energy cost reduction as they can. The Green Deal payment collection
mechanism (through utility bills) would have created that opportunity in principle - in our
table we have suggested other approaches.

Heat and Comfort
As part of this search for cost recovery mechanisms that social housing providers feel able
to take on, there have been proposals over the years to reframe the debate in such a way
that charges are made to keep a customer warm rather than supply a certain amount of
energy. The principle of this is obvious and is demonstrated in our tables below, namely
that you replace 80% of energy use with repayments for capital works so that their
outgoings are still the same. However, trying to quantify precisely to create a charge for
warmth is much more difficult than simply proposing overall costs of occupation.
Furthermore how people use their homes varies wildly, from preferences for temperatures
ranging from 17ºC to 24ºC, from every window and trickle vent closed up to people who
prefer to have almost all of the windows open for much of the year, with such things long
showers and indoor laundry drying further complicating calculations.
Improved detailed household energy use, indoor climate and air quality monitoring may yet
make this more feasible but those that have been made aware of the detail of such
monitoring in Energiesprong in Holland have suggested that the British consumer may need
some convincing that this is an appropriate level of what might be seen as prying into their
business.
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Service charges
The difficulty of this area of cost recovery needs further work. Most registered providers
feel that adding on additional liabilities to their often straitened business models is a step
too far so are unprepared to take on the liabilities of utility provision that would enable them
to recover retrofit costs through charges for utilities. This leaves two options : the first is
raising the rent and the second is levying service charges. In both instances, the effect of
these on the overall benefits bill and the treasury’s insistence that fuel bills are not
transplanted into the housing benefit bill make both of these choices challenging. However
there are examples where this has been done and further research needs to be done on
assessing the regulatory framework around such measures.

Retrofit leadership
Much of the retrofit conversations had have assumed that the development and
management skills of social housing providers together with the experienced technical
teams to which they have access make them the logical vanguard of building a deep retrofit
programme of sufficient scale for the UK. However, this separation between them and the
utility bill payer together with government policy for most of the last decade has meant that
this has not been shown to be as clear an assumption.
Whilst it is a niche movement, a look at the Low Energy Buildings Database shows most of
these homes are privately owned. Experience has shown that it is a lot easier an argument
to win with a homeowner to take on £1000 a year debt repayments and using some of their
savings if as part of that you are saving them £900 and giving them a much more
comfortable house.

60 - 80%

40 - 60 %

20 - 40 %

Innovators
2.5%

Early Adopters
13.5%

Early Majority
34%

Late Majority
34%

Laggards
16%

Early Adopters
13.5%

Early Majority
34%

Late Majority
34%

Laggards
16%

No. of Homes

SAP
Range

80 -100%

Time
Innovators
2.5%
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In addition, the Rogers dissemination curve suggests that with any adoption of a new way
of doing things there is around 2.5% of the target market (known in the curve as Pioneers
or Innovators) who will have motivations other than cost. This makes the “able to pay”
sector extremely important and undervalued in building our retrofit movement, as 2.5%
presents a major R&D opportunity that is perhaps not as accessible to social housing
providers, given the current fiscal and policy foci.
It may therefore be time to revisit the assumption that it is registered providers at the
vanguard of deep retrofit development and recognise the leadership of the pioneers of
homeowners and maybe even the private rented sector. There is some evidence that there
are pioneers within the private rented sector who are offering SAP of A and zero net energy
for the aware renter: as advertising of total costs of occupation of rented housing becomes
more of a norm this is likely to increase as understanding of EPC ratings grows.

Analysis of retrofit cost assumptions
In domestic retrofit, the work needed is primarily about demand reduction : reducing energy
needs, not just how energy is generated. It is necessary to maximise the reduction in
demand for energy before looking at replacing the remaining demand with renewable
energy because there is insuﬃcient renewable energy capacity to replace all of the energy
currently used.
Retrofit work includes
•

Air tightness / draught proofing work with planned ventilation (either passive stack or
mechanical heat-recovery)
Loft insulation of at least 400mm
Insulating walls using cavity wall insulation where possible, internal or external wall
insulation otherwise
Floor insulation, either in the cavity below a wooden floor, adding an insulating layer to
solid floors
or perimeter insulation to avoid internal disruption
Triple glazed windows and well sealed doors
Modern efficient gas boilers sized to meet the new heat needs, or a biomass boiler or
heat pump
Heating controls which heat the room used, when they are used, not necessarily the
whole house
Low energy lighting and A++ rated appliances
Master switches to turn off appliances otherwise left on standby
Renewable generation - solar heat or PV with battery storage

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

We assume average duel fuel bills of £1142 in July 2017 (Ofgem).
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We have assumed that such a deep retrofit can be delivered for £40,000 for an average
home, this is almost entirely demand reduction work - taking a fabric first approach.
Available cost data for deep retrofit is skewed by many that did not aim to be eﬃcient and
scalable so we have based this figure on:
1.

Costings provided for Beyond Decent Homes with an appropriate tender price
index.

2.

The retrofits we designed for Keepmoat in the Retrofit for the Future project

3.

The retrofits we designed for DECC’s Green Deal Go Early project

4.

Extrapolation of the retrofit work we have contracted directly since

Work done for SHAP’s Community Green Deal report of 2010 analysed potential savings
once this kind of work is scaled up. It was not however a primary focus of this project so

capital costs + how they’re paid for
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the savings are based on interviews with contractors and the supply chain so need still
need to be verified.
The assumptions are that:
1.

Retrofit key skills are improved alongside methodologies reducing labour required
by 25%. This would need a parallel investment in training to make sure demand for
labour does not outstrip supply eclipsing those savings

2.

Supply chain streamlining, economies of scale and improvement of products ought
to be able to produce a 40% saving with adequate investment.
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Lack of experience and so cost certainty make contingencies, overheads and
margins higher than they need be. There should be the possibility of a 25% saving
onec a few thousand more have been done. Development of IT solutions should
loan repayment
start-up subsidy
emissions trading
energy sales
renewable generation used on site
gas
electricity
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annual costs compared to savings & income

3.

assist with this, reducing waste, mistakes and management costs
5.Repetition of details, standardisation of retrofit combinations for different types of home
and construction should significantly reduce on-costs. IT approaches will also deliver
considerable efficiencies assembling contract documentation. We have assumed 60% here.

This leads to the model above. Paying for this capital outlay can then can be done by
deploying some of the loan and investment models, alongside possibly re-allocating
reserves for major repairs if the retrofit removes the need for that separate spend with top
up from subsidy.
This will then produce a need for annual repayment of some form. For the sake of this
report we are assuming that current bill payments should not go up as a result of retrofit.
While there is an argument that they should go down to assist those in fuel poverty this is
considered as outside the brief of this work for now as this is not universal and can
therefore be considered as a separate model.
The task therefore is to cover the annual cost of the works be that in loan repayments or
dividends to investor. As can be seen, costs of retrofit after development of the market
might be covered by bill savings from heat demand falling by 75%, electricity demand
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falling by 20% with 75% of the remainder provided by PV alongside battery storage and
emissions trading (like ECO ) providing a bit of top up.
However that has not happened yet so we need to look to a cocktail of approaches to close
this gap. Back in 2010 we proposed that the Feed-in Tariff could close this gap but this is
no longer possible. However battery storage as an example is now just about ready to
provide an income stream to replace that FiT. Aggregation vehicles are about to enable
power to be sold to the National Grid for either frequency stabilisation or volume peak
supply, time of day tariffs make demand and supply shifting financially attractive. Other
mechanisms such as ‘NegaWatts’ are also being trialled with promising results.

Explanation of table
The table is divided into three sections : loan/investment, cost reduction/recovery and
subsidy/grant. We have also attempted to identify which of the entries fall into five cross
cutting categories, which are
1. directly available - these are any of the three models that can be available to the
building owner immediately
2. models requiring some kind of intermediary but still possibly at a small scale, such as
community shares where a homeowner or housing provider would feel the need for
additional support in making use of this model. Other intermediaries may be required if
accessing other people’s loan products, for example Street UK provides the loan
management services for Salford City Council’s home improvement loans
3. strategic finance sources requiring a larger scale vehicle - finance sources such as
bonds which are only viable in tens of millions of pounds - there would not be available
to small scale operations or smaller community based housing providers and would
require an intermediary vehicle, however finance at this scale is going to be critical once
the programme is scaled up. With both the smaller scale and these larger scale
intermediaries it is likely that they will play a considerable role in improving the quality of
convenant to those providing the money, thus producing further reductions in cost of
finance.
4. commercial models - these are means by which income can be generated or costs
reduced either through public sector directed business models or private companies
providing energy services or equipment leasing. There is also the possibility of
commercial partnerships here, however with all of these commercial approaches the
allocation of risk needs to be carefully tracked : if profit follows those that take the most
risk then whilst many of those in the public and third sectors may see risk reallocation as
attractive this will also affect the saving accrued. There is a further risk with these
approaches that in fact the private sectors reallocate the risk to take disproportionate
profits while asking the public sector to underwrite failure.
5. fiscal instruments - ranging from “boilers on prescription”, through ECO to direct state
subsidy there are also other mechanisms that might be explored such as differential
stamp duty or council tax.
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With all 35 entries on the tables, we have then RAG rated them on the basis of their
applicability to owner occupiers, the private rented sector, registered providers and the
public sector; with green being available now and appropriate to those tenures, orange
meaning possibly applicable but requiring either further work or the intervention of an
intermediary, red suggesting not currently appropriate.
We have also then provided tick boxes for whether these models are appropriate for small
scale and start up, medium scale and large scale.
There is a column for examples which will be populated as more data becomes available.
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directly
available

models
with small/
mid scale
intermediary

strategic
commercial Fiscal
finance
models
instrusources ments
larger scale
vehicle

model

description

Loan/investment
mortgage

equity release

Many private retrofits are funded by extending the
existing mortgage. Rates can be low but requires
sufficient surplus value over current loan
funding retrofit measures against the future asset
value. capital can be locked up for long periods if
turnover is low, affecting cost, useful where asset
rich, cash poor

‘green’ mortgage Variable interest rates dependent on change in
energy perfromance usually by EPC band in the
UK.
loans secured
Interested RP’s, local authorities and even larger
elsewhere
companies seeking to build their retrofit business
might choose to provide the finance for strategic
or policy purposes
loans unsecured Less attractive in terms of risk than secured
lending, more attractive when trying to deliver
policy objectives for those without adequate
asset value. Less likely to be relevant to
commercial or 3rd sector parties but various LA’s
have home improvement loan products done this
way
community
usually ethical investment offer through a
shares
Community Benefit Society, rate offered but not
guaranteed. 1 member 1 vote not weighted by
shareholding. Unlikely to deliver scale but
possible to kickstart 3rd sector intermediary
loanstock
less regulated version of bonds as a result of
offering very much lower amounts, used for
ethical investment so sold with optional RoR.
Again unsuitable for scale
crowdfunding
Peer to peer lending. Not yet deployed at the kind
of scale required for an at scale roll-out but could
have use in initial start ups
bonds
An IOU, fixed term usually fixed return finance
product sitting on the asset side of the balance
sheet, regulated. Only available to large
organisations due to large sums of money
Housing finance Mutual bond aggregator exclusively for Housing
corporation
Associations
pensions
Public Sector Pension funds may be able/
prepared to invest in their communities as
pressure to disinvest in fossil fuels rises. Take a
longer view. Longer term returns can be low but
stable especially if performance guaranteed or
underwritten to improve covenant
Public Works
Source of funding for much of the council housing
Loan Board
in the UK, less well used since PSBR issue, but
rates and terms can be very favourable. Only
available directly to councils but can be deployed
more widely by them
Publicly owned
Used in Germany (KFW) allows better use of state
'Green'
funds where repayment is possible but not at
Investment Bank commercial rates so funds can still be effectively
recycled. Interest rates can be tailored to within
reason to policy objectives.

owner
occupiers

private
rented
sector

14,786,000

4,847,000

2,430,000

1,612,000

57,000

62.3%

20.4%

10.2%

6.8%

0.2%

registered
providers

local
authorities

other
public
sector

small
scale/
start up

medium
scale

large
scale

examples

total
23,732,000

Ecology Building Society, Nordic
banks

https://propertymoose.co.uk/
properties/crowdfunding

directly
available

models
with small/
mid scale
intermediary
cost reduction/recovery

strategic
commercial Fiscal
finance
models
instrusources ments
larger scale
vehicle

model

energy services
company

energy
performance
contracting
energy trading

description

Direct sale of energy, or the generation of it
usually through renewables. Provides income
stream. Margins on resale small
As yet untested proposal to provide ‘warmth’ so
replace utility payments with debt payments for
work done
A contract for works to homes to provide a
certain energy performance over a period rather
than certain measures with individual warranties e

Aggregating energy storage and/or renewable
generation to enable sale to the National Grid or
energy providers
energy savings
Aggregating payments from DNO’s for reduction
trading
in energy use at peak periods, or specific sale of
“NegaWatts’
emissions trading While ECO has been a framework for the
evaluation of carbon saved and a price to
purchase. Could the carbon saved be traded
directly?
commercial
partnership

Funding of activities as a result of commercial
players seeing income generating opportunities
such as heat networks (and Energiesprong again)
lease/hire
leasing of M&E equipment - LED lighting,
purchase
batteries, PV, boilers
asset
Retrofit works carried as part of wider asset
management
management so cost can be set against major
strategy
repairs or with cost reduced by working with
other interventions (cf SHAP Beyond Decent
Homes 2009)
additional service rented housing providers can fund debt
charge
repayment through a service charge. Treasury
would most likely insist this was not covered by
benefits although future governments might see
this as w ay of targeting fuel poverty alleviation
without legislation
while the Green Deal Home Improvement Finance
Green Deal
no longer exists, the legislation is still in place and
remains an option for all housing tenures subject
to finding suitable finance
Subsidy/grant
charitable trusts

all big 6 energy companies have a charitable
trust, with different objectives but usually aimed
at reducing fuel poverty

NHS savings

a pilot study by Sunderland Community
Commissioning Group with Gentoo fitted
insulation and boilers in six households suffering
COPD, reducing non elective admissions.
Worcester too
State driven form of emissions trading where
large scale energy providers have to offset their
CO2 emissions by ‘buying’ notional tonnages of
Carbon from retrofitted homes. Negligible
contributions to whole house works
Government incentive to encourage householders
to improve their energy efficiency. Used in France

ECO

Tax credits
Differential
Stamp Duty

As yet untested proposal to vary Stamp Duty on
house sales depending on energy performance

Differential
Council Tax
contract for
difference
FiT RHI

As yet untested proposal to vary Council Tax
depending on energy performance
Gov’t subsidy for difference between
conventional & renewable energy supply

ERDF/ESIF/
Horizon 2020

Still viable and Brexit uncertainty suggest there is
merit in leaving this on for now

Government incentive to increase renewable
energy generation. FiT largely

owner
occupiers

private
rented
sector

registered
providers

local
authorities

other
public
sector

small
scale/
start up

medium
scale

large
scale

examples

total

Energiesprong Netherlands

tradable white certificates. Wigan
NEDO

appendices
Literature Review :
1. Each Home Counts Bonfield 2016 - focusses on measures for householder
engagement and protection, improving training and standards of work and creation of a
quality assurance system. Financing of work is not addressed in detail.
2. Regional conference on Financing Energy Efficiency in Nordic countries Copenhagen,
19th May 2017
Presentations are available from many participants
Luca Bertalot demonstrates increased property values in Europe following energy efficiency
works and promotes the idea of green mortgages, with decreasing interest rates as
property insulation values increase, as this increases the value cover of the mortgage and
reduces the risks of the loan for the bank.
Peter Bach discusses the need for energy efficiency works to be increased and the
problems on non rational decision making by building owners.
Liv R. Lindseth outlines the potential for Energy Performance Contracting to reduce costs
across Nordic countries.
Martin Dam Wied of Gate 21 discusses standardisation of retrofit specifications to increase
confidence in performance and offer certainty to potential funders.
3. The Mayor of London Simple Guide to Funding and Financing Retrofit in London
2017 contains comprehensive breakdowns of potential funding routes for each housing
sector and is particularly useful.
4. Innovative financing models for low carbon transitions: Exploring the case for
revolving funds for domestic energy efficiency programmes (Gouldson et al)
Examines the need for substantially higher levels of low carbon investment.
Explores the need for innovative financing mechanisms such as revolving funds.
Shows that revolving a fund could reduce the cost of UK retrofit by d9 billion or 26%. Also
shows that a revolving fund could make retrofit cost-neutral in the long term.
Concludes that revolving funds could dramatically increase low carbon investment.
5. Financing infrastructure and built environment adaptation to climate change
(Roelich 2015) focussed on Scotland but discusses challenges of increasing costs of
PWLB finance due to austerity and looks at alternatives including Tax Incremental
Financing, Climate Bonds, Municipal Bonds, Social Impact Bonds, Crowd Sourcing
Debt/Equity and investment funds (includes a useful summary page identifying the issues
with these and availability to different sectors of housing)
6. EuroPHit D 4.3 Report of best practice financing models for energy efficient
refurbishment
Includes a general overview on the use of the existing financing models; the energy
efficiency loan programme of a German bank; the Klimaaktiv programme in Austria funded
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by EIB, the work of the Bulgarian Energy Efficiency and Renewable sources Fund (BEERSF)
as a credit institution, a credit guarantee company and a consulting firm offering soft loans
and performance guarantees; the Prime à la rénovation grant system, interest free eco
loans and tax credits in France; the Energy Saving at Home grant and interest free loan
programme in Greece and Energiesprong performance guaranteed retrofits in The
Netherlands.
Includes a summary of the advantages and disadvantages of grant, loans and venture
capital funding.
7. Roadmap 2050 : a practical guide to a prosperous low carbon Europe (European Climate
Foundation 2010)
A combination of efficiency, near full decarbonization of the power sector and fuel shift in
transport and buildings can realize 80% emission reduction compared to 1990. Argues the
case for this work but does not address funding other than noting the need to reduce the
cost of capital.
8. Financing Energy Efficiency Building Retrofits : International Policy and Business
Model Review and Regulatory Alternatives for Spain (Sweatman & Morgan)
“Improving the energy efficiency of the existing building stock not only generates energy
savings with attractive levels of return on investment, it improves a nation’s energy security,
creates jobs and makes buildings more liveable”
USA Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) program: a municipality issues bonds whose
proceeds are lent to commercial and residential property owners to finance energy
efficiency retrofits and small renewable energy installations. Property owners repay their
loans over 15-20 years via an added annual assessment on their property tax bill.
Investigates the capacity of the following payment models to satisfy all stakeholders
(building owners, energy generators, finance providers, contractors and government)
Owner Financed Model - using widely available existing loans
Utility Fixed Repayment Model - the up-front capital cost of an energy efficiency retrofit is
organized, subsidized and at times fully provided by a utility, and this investment is repaid
through monthly, fixed, non-retrofit performance related surcharges
Energy Performance Model - a specialized energy efficiency retrofit contractor, such as an
ESCO, finances the retrofit investment, it guarantees future energy performance and it
recovers its capital invested directly from the energy savings generated by the retrofit, some
of which are often also shared with the building’s owner as an incentive to act.
Proposed solution : an Aggregated Investment Model creating standardised Energy
Efficiency Assets, Standard Documentation, Multi-channel Origination, On-bill repayment
and Government Credit Enhancement and Support
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9. Sustainable Finance for Retrofit Tim Dixon and Judith Britnell (Oxford Institute for
Sustainable Development)
Includes review of emerging finance methods:

10 Retrofit alternatives in five UK cities Barlow 2014
Investigates a number of “alternative” (community driven) retrofit projects, mostly grant
funded single measure eg solar panels but Sanford Housing Co-op 2009 retrofit reduced
energy use by 60% using maintenance reserves, small grants for biomass/solar thermal
heating and a small rent increase to raise additional loan funds. The project budget was
£850,000, funded by £600,000 from the co-op’s major refurbishment reserves and a £5 a
week rent increase to raise a new mortgage with an ethical bank. Other grants were from
Low Carbon Buildings Programme £40k, EDF Green Fund £37k, Energy Saving Trust £48k.
Co-op has 14 houses and 6 flats.
11. Innovative Financing Models for Low Carbon Transitions: Exploring the case for
revolving funds for domestic energy efficiency programmes (iBUILD Working Paper No. 6
Gouldson et al 2015)
This paper explores the case for the creation of an innovative financing mechanism – the
revolving fund – where the savings from investments in energy efficiency and other forms of
low carbon development are captured and reinvested to either reduce the need for new
finance or to increase the impact of what finance there is . Demonstrates how a revolving
loan fund would make measures cost neutral, even allowing for 5% bad debts and less than
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full cost recovery for measures which do not last the payback period and payment levels
set below forecast savings to allow some incentive for householders, while paying investors
3% interest.
12 Deal or No Deal? UK City Deals as Infrastructure Funding and Financing
Mechanisms (iBUILD Working Paper 13 – July 2014) Peter O’Brien and Andy Pike, Centre
for Urban and Regional Development Studies (CURDS), Newcastle University
Lists Infrastructure Financing and Funding Practices from established to innovative, in
reference to large municipal projects including carbon emissions reduction projects in the
context of devolution
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